### COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

#### Antistatic Wrist Strap

**MODEL CODE**
WS-ANTISTATIC

**FEATURES**
- Essential for static protection while working on PCs
- Adjustable velcro strap
- 1.8M grounding cord

#### Wireless Antistatic Wrist Strap

**MODEL CODE**
WS-ANTI-WL

**FEATURES**
- Essential for static protection while working on PCs
- Adjustable velcro strap

#### Power Pack Plug Adapter

**MODEL CODE**
PB-N3

#### Antistatic Desktop Mat

**MODEL CODE**
WS-MAT
**SIZE**
- 600 x 500 mm
- 600 x 1200 mm

**FEATURES**
- Essential for static protection while working on PCs
- Smooth contact surface
- Skid resistant finish
- High temperature resistance

#### Multi-Nation Travel Plug

**MODEL CODE**
PB-MNTP

**FEATURES**
- Multiple plugs to fit any foreign outlet
- Accommodates any North American, Great Britain, European, Australian, New Zealand, or South American appliance plugs

#### ATX PC Power Supply

**MODEL CODE**
POW350 350W
POW420 420W

**FEATURES**
- 12 V DC “low noise” internal fan
- Integrated power shut-down switch
- Short circuit protection for reliable operation
- UL / CUL / TUV / CB / FCC / CE Approvals SATA Power
- 3 Year Warranty